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ABSTRACT 
MapReduce which is the heart of Hadoop is one of the popular programming model for efficient large-scale data processing. Now a 

day's Hadoop performance is degraded due to various issues where resource allocation is one of the key challenges in the research 

areas since there is no performance model for automatic tailoring of resources within the deadline to meet their goals. In this work 

we introduce a set of mechanisms that enhances the performance of Hadoop by utilizing the resources efficiently which in turn 

saves the computation time as well as the cost. First we build the job profile that contains information about the execution of map 

and reduce stages from the Job Tracker and then we estimate the job completion time which is the deadline. Second, the jobs are 

ordered in the queue is based on the Earliest Deadline First(EDF).Third, a Dynamic slot allocation technique is used that allocates 

and deal locates the map and reduce slots based on the deadline. Fourth, the slow running tasks that are identified as straggled 

tasks are run on the fast working nodes. Finally the overall budget of the job is estimated and the data locality is maximized. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Cloud computing provides the users and organizations with various capabilities to store and process their 
data parallely even though there is a demand on computing resources. However processing such large amount of 
data is a very big challenge. Hadoop a open source framework supports the processing of the large datasets in 
distributed computing environment. eg: Facebook, Google process their data ie videos, images, files in the form 
datasets using Hadoop. The main components of the Hadoop are Hadoop Distributed File System and 
MapReduce. 
 MapReduce is the heart of Hadoop that process the large data stored across the clusters by using Map() 
function that performs filtering and sorting, Reduce that performs the summary operation which  is shown in 
figure1. eg: we can calculate everyone’s common friends in Facebook and store the results back in the cluster by 
using MapReduce program. Once the users sends the request. The request will be processed in the form of 
MapReduce operations. Where the no of map and reduce tasks and no of slots ie resources required for a job are 
estimated  by the Job Tracker later the map and reduce operations takes place in Task Tracker that contains the 
data. The required map and reduce slots are statically preconfigured by the Job Tracker in advance. The map 
and reduce slots are of 2GB Of RAM,1 core,50gb of tmp disk space. The resource allocation plays a major role 
by allocating the slots for processing the Map and Reduce operations in Hadoop.  
 There are several key challenges for resource utilization and performance improvement of Hadoop cluster. 
First, Since the resources are statically configured by the administrator as map and reduce slots to complete the 
map and reduce operations the resources go underutilized and major performance goals like deadline and cost 
are not met which in turn increases the cost for the users as well as the bandwidth. Second, there is a possibility 
of slow running tasks known as stragglers due to unavoidable runtime contention for processor, memory and 
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other resources that causes delay in the job execution. Moreover the straggled tasks are run in the form of 
backup tasks in the same node. That increases the computation time thereby making execution of the current 
node slower. 
 Third, data locality maximization also plays a vital role by running map tasks in the local node rather than 
running the map and reduce tasks in the remote node that in turn increases the network bandwidth. Since the 
data are across different nodes in the distributed computing environment. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Map and Reduce operation. 
 
 To overcome this challenges we proposed some  mechanisms that mainly focuses on the resource utilization 
by using the dynamic allocation technique to meet their deadlines and Smart Speculative Execution strategy by 
running straggled tasks in the fast worker nodes there by maximizing the Data locality which in turn preserves 
the time and cost. The combination of these techniques along with the Hadoop Fair Scheduler(HFS) results in 
enhanced HFS which is implemented in the Job Tracker and examined whether the overall performance of the 
Hadoop is improved. 
 In deadline and dynamic based Hadoop slot allocation our goal is first  to estimate the job profile which 
contains the information about execution time of all the map and reduce phases of the job that are extracted from 
the logs and  counters in the Job Tracker. Once the job completion time is predicted we estimate the deadline for 
the job. After the deadline is fixed we order the jobs based on the deadline in the form of a queue. Once the jobs 
are ordered allocate the min resource ie min amount map and reduce slots to jobs first in the queue. If the slots 
are found insufficient then borrow map and reduce slots dynamically from the neighbouring jobs to complete 
the map and reduce tasks within the deadline. Sometimes hardware failure also leads to the slow running tasks 
which happens mainly in the reduce phase.  
 The slow running tasks are identified based on the progress rates. These stragglers are run on the fast 
running nodes by using Smart Speculative Execution strategy. Further the data locality is also further 
maximized by identifying the nodes that does not contain any local map tasks but contains the same data that is 
replicated. After the jobs are completed estimate the budget for the jobs running in the cluster. 
 
Related work: 
 In literature there was a research work on the performance optimization of MapReduce jobs which are 
related to resource utilization are discussed as follows. Abhishek Verma in 2011 proposed a scheduler known as 
SLO scheduler that estimates the no of slots required and schedules the slots dynamically until the deadlines of 
the job are met[1]. Jorda Polo in 2011 proposed a utility based model by allocating slots or resources 
dynamically to the map and reduce tasks until the deadlines of the job are met[2]. Joel Wolf in 2011 allocates 
the slots based on priority of the jobs. Where this scheme allocates the minimum no of slots to each job and idle 
slots that are identified can be allocated to other jobs based on priority[3].Xiaowei Wang  proposed a method in 
which the resources are allocated according to the cluster load  based on the weighting technique where the 
resource requirement is changing based on the completion rates on the map and reduce tasks[5].Balaji 
Palanisamy in 2011 proposed a locality scheduling technique to increase the performance of map and reduce 
phases and showed how the network traffic is reduced in order to maximize data locality. However this 
technique is different from conventional MapReduce that uses the separate cloud that deals with data and 
vmplacement[4].  B. ThirumalaRao in 2013 used a resource configuration that adjusts the CPU resources 
without Violating the completion time by dynamically increasing or decreasing the VM to maximize the 
datalocality and resource predictor  is used that allocates the required no of map and reduce slots to complete the 
task[6]. Mohammad Hammoud in 2013 proposed a LARTS (Locality Aware Reduce Task Scheduler) where the 
slots are allocated dynamically rather than statically and at the same time it handles the speculative tasks and 
maximizes data locality [7]. Jian Tan in 2013 discussed about the joint optimization of MapReduce that causes 
resource starvation and unfavourable data locality due to delay scheduling and then he proposed a coupling 
scheduler that couples the map and reduce jobs to mitigate the starvation moreover random peek scheduling and 
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wait scheduling are used to optimize the data locality by making reduce tasks run close to the intermediate slave 
nodes. Xiangping Bu, in 2013 discussed about the inference that causes the performance degradation of map and 
reduce tasks and proposed a inference scheduling algorithm that predicts when the tasks slows down and further 
adaptive delay scheduling algorithm is proposed that improves the delay scheduling algorithm by adjusting 
delay intervals that are ready to run jobs and mainly focuses on server locality[8]. XuanjiaQiu in 2014 used an 
efficient scheduling mechanism that enables efficient utilization of resources and also reduces the task 
outsourcing cost, by using a time-slotted system where  each time slot, makes the users to complete their task 
with in time ZhenhuaGuo in 2014 discussed about the unutilized idle slots of  the tasks and proposed a stealing 
method to allocate the idle slots to the pending tasks by using  fair scheduler and capability scheduler for 
resource allocation. Speculative execution problem is also overcome by using BASE(Benefit Aware Speculative 
Execution) where the speculative tasks are launched only when they are expected to complete earlier than the 
original tasks[12].R.manopriya in 2014 proposed a Johnson algorithm where the job tracker schedules the jobs 
into different tasks and allocate the tasks to slots when the pool contains excess of the slots, the slots are 
allocated to other pools that are dependent hence this approach minimizes the execution time[11]. 
Abishekverma in 2014 proposed a deadline based  Hadoop scheduler that allocates the number of map and 
reduce slots to each tasks within completion time and also it allocates and deallocates the resources which are 
unused to some other jobs to complete their tasks  moreover the jobs are ordered based on the ”Earliest Deadline 
Policy”[10]. 
 
Proposed work: 
 The proposed system overcomes the problem of resource utilization by dynamically allocating resources to 
complete the task within the deadline by using the Deadline and dynamic slot allocation and also making the 
stragglers to run in the fast working as well as maximizing the data locality by using Smart speculative strategy. 
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed system. 
 
A. Deadline and Dynamic Slot Allocation: 
 Our goal is to create the job profile that contains the information about the map and reduce phase that will be 
available in the task tracker. 
 
a) Job profile: 
 It contains the no of map tasks and reduces tasks along with their parameters which are required to 
complete the tasks within the estimated time. This information is extracted from the Job Tracker based on the 
previous logs. The parameters are (Mmin, Mavg, Mmax) minimum, average, maximum map task duration. 
 The reduce phase begins once after the completion of the Map phase completes. The metrics of the reduce 
phase are(Rmin,Ravg,,Rmax). 
Rmin-the minimum reduce task duration. 
Ravg-the average duration for reduce tasks 
Rmax-the maximum duration of reduce tasks. 
 Once the job profile is extracted we are going to estimate the job completion time. 
 
b) Estimating the Job Completion Time: 
 A MapReduce model is designed based on the job profile and performance time of the jobs. Let us consider 
the job J with their profile. Let J is partitioned into MT  no of map tasks and RT no off reduce tasks. Let MS and 
RS be the no of minimum map and reduce slots that are required to complete the tasks within the time 
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 The average completion time is predicted as deadline from the equation 3. After average completion time is 
predicted we estimate the deadline where all the jobs are ordered in the queue based on the EDF mechanisms 
where jobs will be ordered in the queue based on the average execution time and it also gives the information 
about the next job processed by the Job Tracker. Once when the time progresses and the deadline gets closer for 
each map and reduce phase of the job the slots can be allocated or deallocated if it is insufficient based on the 
Dynamic Hadoop Slot allocation technique 
 
c) Dynamic Hadoop Slot Allocation: 
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 In Dynamic slot allocation as stated by Shanjiang Tang allocation of the slots to the map and reduce tasks 
are made only within the pool. But the proposed algorithm allows the slot allocation to the neighbour jobs closer 
to the deadline once there are free or idle slots found in the jobs that are running parallel. 
below: 
 
Case 1:  
 When MT≤ MS and RT ≥ RS, the map tasks are run on map slots and reduce
i.e., no borrowing of map and reduce slots.
 
Case 2:  
 When MT> MS and RT<RS, we satisfy reduce tasks for reduce slots first and then use those idle reduce slots 
for running map tasks. 
 
Case3: 
 When MT<MS and RT>RS, schedule those unused map slots for running reduce tasks.
 

Fig. 3: Overview of DDSA and SSE
 
Case 4: 
 When MT (J2) > MS (J2) and R
allocate the idle slots to the current map or reduce tasks and repeat the step 1 for allocation of slots within the 
pool and outside job pool  ie the map slots can make use of reduce slots and
repeated until the deadlines of the job are met is discussed in the figure 3. 
 
B. Smart Speculative Execution Strategy
a) Identifying the Speculative Tasks
 While performing MapReduce operation there is a possibility of 
tasks which happens in the reduce phase when the reduce phase is waiting for the map phase output.
 The straggler tasks cause the performance delays there by increasing the processing time. Hence for a job 
we estimate the slow running tasks that happen
when the progress rate exceeds the average execution even th
 These straggled tasks are run as nonlocal map task in the fast worker node rather than running in the same 
node as a backup task there by degrading the performance of the current node.
 
b) Identifying fast worker node: 
 In order to run the speculative tasks in the fast worker node .We need to estimate the 
map tasks for each worker node. The properties are for each worker node is available in the 
Tracker contains the information about all the data nodes in the cluster. It also contains the information about 
the data which is replicated thrice along the different nodes.
 The information about the data will be in the form of key value pairs. Once the fast worker node is 
identified the speculative tasks that are predicted are run on the data nodes that does not contain any local map 
or reduce tasks thereby maximizing the data locality and reducing the no of free slots that
complete speculative tasks in the local node
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map tasks for each worker node. The properties are for each worker node is available in the Job Tracker. Job 

information about all the data nodes in the cluster. It also contains the information about 

The information about the data will be in the form of key value pairs. Once the fast worker node is 
identified the speculative tasks that are predicted are run on the data nodes that does not contain any local map 

maximizing the data locality and reducing the no of free slots that are required to 
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Fig. 3: Overview of DDSA. 
 
 The combination of the above two techniques are projected in the form of a hybrid algorithm.
When job j is added 
Fetch profile j from database 
Compute minimum no of map and reduce tasks(Mj,Rj)
Compute Mmin,Mavg,Mmax,Rmin…for Mj and Rj
Estimate the completion time for all jobs j1,j2,j3
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Sort jobs in order of earliest deadline
Compute the minResourcescomputeMinSlots(M
J=min(Mj,Rj) for each in jobs do 
For T=0 to T=Tavg;T++ 
Loop 
Compute the execution time and loop until the estimated time gets closer
Launch the min slots to the map and reduce tasks
 
DDSA: 
Case1: if the idle slots are available allocate it to the map task
Case2: when idle reduce slots are available allocate it to the reduce task
Case3: when case1 and case2 fails try 
Case4: when case1 and case3 fails allocate the idle map slots to pending reduce tasks
If the idle slots are available then allocate or borrow 
Estimate the budget 

C(Tj)=()*∑ �,-,/0
1�,2�0  

 Identify the progress rate and calculate the remaining time
speculative task Identify the fast worker node from the database as datalocal,
the speculative tasks where When nonlocal maptask=0
 
b) Estimating Budget:  
 For each map task and reduce task after completing their deadline we are going to estimate the cost
C(T)=min∑ 34,54067,-,80  
C(D)-min cost to finish job within D
Cj(Dj)-min cost of j within Dj 
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Compute minimum no of map and reduce tasks(Mj,Rj) 
for Mj and Rj 

Estimate the completion time for all jobs j1,j2,j3 

Sort jobs in order of earliest deadline 
Compute the minResourcescomputeMinSlots(MS,Rs) 

tion time and loop until the estimated time gets closer 
Launch the min slots to the map and reduce tasks 

the idle slots are available allocate it to the map task 
idle reduce slots are available allocate it to the reduce task 
case1 and case2 fails try reducing slots for pending tasks 
case1 and case3 fails allocate the idle map slots to pending reduce tasks 

If the idle slots are available then allocate or borrow slots from the next job in the queue 

Identify the progress rate and calculate the remaining time If the progress rate is slower 
Identify the fast worker node from the database as datalocal, rack and nonlocal maptasks

e speculative tasks where When nonlocal maptask=0 

For each map task and reduce task after completing their deadline we are going to estimate the cost

min cost to finish job within D 
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The combination of the above two techniques are projected in the form of a hybrid algorithm. 

If the progress rate is slower than it is a 
rack and nonlocal maptasks Run 

For each map task and reduce task after completing their deadline we are going to estimate the cost 
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 The estimated cost is found to be comparatively less when compared to other existing slot allocation 
strategies. 
 
Evaluation: 
 In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of deadline based slot allocation. We motivate our evaluation 
approach based on the simulation results. 
 
Simulation: 
 Deadline & dynamic slot allocation technique and smart speculative strategy with Hadoop fair 
scheduler(HFS) gives an enhanced HFS which is run with different datasets of varying sizes. Where each and 
every application may contain no of map and reduce tasks and may require map and reduce slots dynamically to 
complete the tasks within the time. 
 
Some of the applications that are used for evaluating the performance are: 
Census: 
 This application is used to estimate the total population in a city or a country. The datasets size may vary 
50GB to 60GB.small applications like word count and sort are also used to estimate the population of a country 
 
1) Word count: 
 This application computes the occurrence frequency of each word in the dataset. ex: no of female and male 
counts are determined by using this application. 
 
2) Sort: 
 This applications sorts the datasets in the order based on the MapReduce operation. This application takes 
place after the map phase. The reduce phase returns the overall summary ie the result of the result of population 
in India, where the each individual details are ordered based on the age, id and so on. We run the census 
application by using the enhanced HFS algorithm in Hadoop 0.2.0 simulator which shows the simulation of the 
jobs that are subdivided in to tasks and also computes the female and male population in a specific area where 
the slots that are required are borrowed dynamically to complete the task with time where the timer is set of 
each and every tasks. 
 Let the execution consist of set of a jobs j1,j2…jn with the corresponding deadlines T1,T2..Tn are executed. 
Where the workloads W1 and W2 are estimating the total female and male population in India. 
 
Table 1: Job Profile for W1. 

Set 
Number of map and 

reduce  tasks 
Number of Map and 

reduce slots 
Map task duration Reduce task duration 

W1 55 30 330s 220s 
W2 60 35 350s 250s 

 
 This table shows the no of map and reduce tasks along with duration that are required for performing the 
workloads 
 
Performance evaluation: 
 We evaluate the performance of the deadline based slot allocation with existing methods based on time, 
cost, speed. First we evaluate the performance based on time where the tasks that are submitted to the task 
tracker are completed on time by dynamically allocating the slots that are idle to the job that is found first to 
meet the deadline in the queue and the slow running tasks which are known as straggled tasks are resolved by 
running in the fast worker node where the execution time of running in the fast worker node is less than the 
current node. However the execution time of this technique is found to be ¼ less when compared to the existing 
technique which is shown in figure 4. 
 This figure shows the comparison of   execution time between the Hadoop scheduler that supports the static 
allocation of slots to the enhanced Hadoop scheduler  
 Second since the estimation time is reduced the cost of running multiple jobs is reduced including the 
speculative tasks. However the estimation of cost and time are directly proportional. Figure 4 shows the cost 
estimation of enhanced HFS algorithm C(j)αT(j). 
 MapReduce is responsible for performing multiple jobs. However the speed of the execution of multiple 
jobs is increased since the network traffic is reduced by running the local map tasks rather than running as 
nonlocal map tasks in a remote node there by maximizing the data locality 
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Fig. 4: The performance improvement of Enhanced HFS algorithm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Computation cost analysed under different workloads. 
 
Conclusion: 
 The proposed techniques enhance the overall Hadoop performance. Where the two techniques that are used 
focuses on the resource allocation strategies by dynamically allocating the slots as per the requirements until the 
deadline is met and smart speculative execution technique is used to handled the slow running tasks effectively. 
Compared to the existing techniques the proposed techniques Improves the performance to 20-30 percent. 
 In future Hadoop performance can be further optimized by running the MapReduce operations in the 
heterogeneous environments. 
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